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Assessing the New
Health Care Law
Will it improve care and reduce spending?

I

n June, the Supreme Court upheld most of the Obama
administration’s 2010 health care law, allowing the government to fine people who decline to buy medical insurance.
But the court barred cutting off Medicaid funds for states

that refuse to participate in a new program expanding health care
for the poor. Some Republican governors have balked at the
expanded coverage, undermining the administration’s goal of

An opponent of President Obama’s health care plan —
derisively known as Obamacare — protests at the
Supreme Court on June 28, 2012, the day the court
largely upheld the controversial law aimed at reducing
health care expenses and expanding coverage to some
30 million Americans without insurance.

adding 30 million people to the health insurance rolls. Meanwhile,
GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney, along with many congressional Republicans, vows to repeal the entire Affordable Care Act,
arguing it is too costly and abridges individual freedoms. The law’s

I
N

supporters, however, say its benefits already are evident, as chil-

S

dren with pre-existing illnesses can no longer lose coverage and

I

young adults can enroll in their parents’ health plans.
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Assessing the New Health Care Law
BY MARCIA CLEMMITT

THE ISSUES

the expansion grants without
giving up their existing Medicaid funding. 5
aleb Medley, a 23The Supreme Court’s philoyear-old aspiring
sophical and legal differences
stand-up comic, was
over the health care law reat a midnight showing of “The
flected a broad national diDark Knight Rises” in Aurora,
vide over the measure since
Colo., on July 20, when a gunits enactment in March 2010.
man entered the theater and
In their dissenting opinshot 70 people, killing 12. Shot
ion, the court’s four conserin the eye, Medley remained in
vative justices, who voted to
a medically induced coma for
strike down the entire law,
more than a month. He has
asserted that Congress exendured multiple brain surgceeded its constitutional aueries, but is slowly improving,
thority by requiring every
according to his family. 1 On
American to purchase health
Sept. 12, Medley was transinsurance or pay a penalty.
ferred from the hospital to a
Moreover, they wrote that
long-term-care facility. 2 Meanhealthy young people “may
while, his wife, Katie, gave birth
decide that purchasing health
to the couple’s first child a few
insurance is not an economdays after the shootings.
ically sound decision” — esThe Medleys have no health
pecially, they said, because
insurance. To help with what
the
ACA allows them to purCancer patient Gail O’Brien greets President Obama
doctors said could amount to
chase it in later years at the
during a backyard discussion of his administration’s
proposed health care reform law in Falls Church, Va.,
$2 million in medical bills,
same cost, even if they have
on Sept. 22, 2010. The Supreme Court on June 28, 2012,
Michael West, a longtime famdeveloped a pre-existing medupheld the law’s requirement that uninsured people
ily friend, is soliciting donaical condition by then. 6
buy medical insurance or pay a penalty. Conservative
tions through a website he set
But Justice Ruth Bader
justices objected to forcing healthy young people
up. “Caleb . . . needs to get
Ginsburg, a liberal who
to buy insurance they may not need.
better because he needs to be
voted to uphold the ACA in
a dad,” said West. 3
its entirety, argued that getStories of uninsured people who Roberts unexpectedly providing the ting everyone — even healthy young
unexpectedly incur high medical bills swing vote, the justices upheld the ACA’s people — to buy insurance is the only
have figured heavily in debates over requirement that uninsured people buy way to ensure that there is enough
the Obama administration’s controver- medical insurance or pay a penalty — money to pay for every American’s
sial health care law, the 2010 Patient a stipulation in the law known as an care. “A victim of an accident or unProtection and Affordable Care Act “individual mandate.” Conservative jus- foreseen illness will consume exten(ACA). Ideological arguments over tices objected that it is unfair to force sive medical care immediately, though
the legislation came into sharp focus healthy young people to buy insurance scarcely expecting to do so,” Ginsburg
June 28, when the U.S. Supreme Court they may not need.
wrote. If that person hasn’t bought
• In a 7-2 vote dominated by court coverage, others have to pick up the
upheld most of the ACA, whose main
provisions take effect in 2014, but said conservatives, plus two liberal justices, tab, she argued. 7
states could opt out of a key provision the court greatly narrowed the ACA’s
Ultimately, the ACA’s impact on
aimed at expanding Medicaid coverage requirement that states either accept health care costs and insurance covnew federal grants to pay for ex- erage remains unclear. With implefor the poor. 4
The court rendered its decision in panded Medicaid coverage or risk los- mentation of the law’s major proviing all the money they receive from sions more than a year away, much
two parts:
• In a 5-4 ruling dominated by court Washington for their Medicaid pro- of the debate is still driven by theoliberals, with Chief Justice John G. grams. The court said states can refuse ries rather than data. But the ACA’s
Getty Images/Dennis Brack
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ASSESSING THE NEW HEALTH CARE LAW
Biggest States Have High Rates of Uninsured
The Affordable Care Act and any other attempt to overhaul the health
care system to increase insurance coverage will face daunting
challenges. Not least is the fact that three of the nation’s four most
populous states — California, Texas and Florida — have among the
highest rates of uninsured residents. Texas leads the pack with one
in four residents uninsured.
Percentage of Population Without Health Insurance
(2009-2010)
Wash.

N.D.

Mont.

N.H.
Vt.

Minn.
Ore.

Idaho

Mich.

Neb.
Nev.

Colo.

Kan.

Mo.

Calif.
Ariz.

Okla.
N.M.

Ark.

Alaska

La.

S.C.
Ala.

Conn.
N.J.
Del.

N.C.
D.C.

Md.

Ga.

Fla.

Hawaii

R.I.

Pa.
Ind. Ohio
W.Va.
Va.
Ky.
Tenn.

Miss.

Texas

Mass.

N.Y.

Iowa
Ill.

Utah

Maine

Wis.

S.D.
Wyo.

5%-10%
11%-15%
16%-19%
20%-25%

Source: “Health Insurance Coverage of the Total Population, States (2009-2010),
U.S. (2010),” Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, 2012, www.statehealthfacts.org/
comparetable.jsp?ind=125&cat=3&sub=39&yr=252&typ=2&rgnhl=1

supporters and detractors have long
given voice to the issues raised by the
Supreme Court.
President Obama said the court’s affirmation of the law is a boon for average Americans. “Insurance companies
no longer have unchecked power to
cancel your policy, deny you coverage
or charge women more than men,” he
said. Furthermore, “soon, no American
will ever again be denied care or charged
more due to a pre-existing condition,
like cancer or even asthma.” 8
But GOP presidential nominee Mitt
Romney, who derides the new law as
“Obamacare,” has vowed to repeal it
if he is elected president in November. He has said he would replace it
with another plan that relies more on
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the private sector to deal with many
of the same problems the ACA addresses. 9 “Obamacare puts the federal government between you and your
doctor,” potentially limiting a physician’s options for treating patients, Romney has said. 10 As governor of Massachusetts in 2006, Romney worked with
Democrats to enact a plan similar to
the ACA, but he has since said health
care should be left to the states. 11
Supporters say the ACA is structured in a way that will make the
American health care system more effective and efficient and eventually save
hundreds of millions of dollars annually in unnecessary or misdirected
care. To keep insurance premiums for
older, sicker people from becoming

unaffordable, the ACA will subsidize
them by raising premiums somewhat
for young, healthy people.
And in an attempt to ensure that
health coverage is worth its costs, the
law also will require that all insurance
plans cover a basic but comprehensive slate of benefits, essentially eliminating some bare-bones, low-cost plans
available today. Beginning in 2014,
four tiers of coverage will be available
to individual purchasers, ranging from
low-cost plans providing only basic
benefits to comprehensive coverage,
but at higher premiums. 12
The ACA represents “tremendous
progress towards reshaping our health
system into one that saves the lives of
at least 44,000 people who die annually simply because they do not have
health insurance that could keep them
healthy,” said Georges Benjamin, executive director of the American Public Health Association. 13
But many ACA opponents argue
that it forces people to buy insurance
they don’t want and may not need.
“Never before has the federal government coerced its citizens to purchase
a personal commodity for private use,”
said Brooks Wicker, a Kentucky Republican running for a U.S. House seat.
“I’ll work to repeal the mandate through
legislation and to return [to] the American people the full measure of freedom taken from them.” 14
Meanwhile, some young adults complain that they are being required to
buy a minimum level of coverage and,
in their view, overpay for it to help
hold down premiums for older, sicker people.
The law is biased against young
people, who will be forced “to shoulder the burden of the entire health
system,” complained Ryan Fazio, a
columnist for Northwestern University’s Daily Northwestern, in Evanston,
Ill. 15 Richard Cooper, a 26-year-old
lawyer in Miami, said requiring all
health plans to include basic coverage
for such services as mental health

treatment and maternity care is “one
of the things I’m sort of leery about.
I’m going to be paying for things I
don’t need.” 16
But both young and old will get
far more comprehensive coverage from
even the cheapest plans than many
people find in the insurance they can
buy today, said Paul Ginsburg, president of the Center for Studying Health
System Change, a nonpartisan research group in Washington. “That’s
worth something.” 17
While much of the controversy over
the ACA has centered on the individual mandate, the law’s Medicaid provision has been equally contentious.
Medicaid is a program financed jointly by the states and the federal government that covers health care, including nursing home care, for some
groups of poor people — children,
their custodial parents, pregnant women
and the blind, disabled and elderly.
The ACA expansion provision was designed to broaden coverage to include
some 17 million poor, able-bodied,
childless adults.
States leery about expanding their
Medicaid rolls worry that doing so will
bust their budgets, despite the fact that
under the law most costs will be covered by federal grants. 18
But Stan Dorn, a senior fellow at
the Urban Institute, a nonpartisan
think tank in Washington that studies
poverty and health care, says the
ACA’s Medicaid provision would help
states save money and improve health
care efficiency. Today states reimburse
hospitals for care they provide to uninsured people and for mental-health
care provided to low-income adults.
The federally funded Medicaid expansion would pay for that care up
front, at least as efficiently as today’s
fragmented programs do, he says.
“It’s mind-boggling to see the opposition,” given the way the law is
structured, says Dorn. “There are lots
of ways that states can actually save
money on the expansion.”

www.cqresearcher.com

Medical Expenses Worry Younger Adults
The inability to pay medical bills or afford necessary health care
services is of greatest concern to adults under age 65, when Medicare eligibility begins. About one in three adults 18-64 has delayed a
medical procedure or doctor’s visit because of financial concerns.
Health Care Problems and Worries by Age, 2012
Problem or worry
Problems with paying
medical bills in past
12 months
Put off or postponed
necessary health care
Worried about not
being able to afford
health care services
you think you need

Age 18-29

Age 30-49 Age 50-64 Age 65+

29%

30%

26%

17%

30%

34%

32%

15%

25%

30%

26%

15%

Source: “Health Security Watch,” Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, June 2012,
p. 7, www.kff.org/healthpollreport/CurrentEdition/security/upload/8322.pdf

As lawmakers, health care providers
and the public ponder the ACA’s impact, here are some of the questions
being asked:
Should the health care law be
repealed?
The ACA’s opponents in Washington argue that nothing short of repeal
will stop the law from damaging freemarket economics and the American
health care system. Central to their
criticism is the law’s individual-mandate provision requiring every American to buy health insurance or pay
a financial penalty. 19
But the law’s supporters argue that
it is that very mandate that holds the
key to the law’s success. By requiring
universal coverage, they contend, the
law prevents insured people from having to shoulder the cost of treating
the uninsured, often through costly
emergency room visits.
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ken., has said that if Republicans gain control of the Senate in
November, he will schedule a vote to

erase the ACA from the books. Ultimately, that may not work, he acknowledges, unless Republicans also win
the White House and control of the
House. Still, McConnell says most Americans agree with him that the law should
go. “I’m confident they’re going to give
us the votes to repeal it,” he said. 20
Michael D. Tanner, director of health
and welfare studies at the Cato Institute, a think tank in Washington that
promotes a philosophy of individual
liberty and limited government, said
the “individual mandate crosses an important line” because it enshrines in
law the principle “that it is the government’s responsibility to ensure that
every American has health insurance.
It opens the door to widespread regulation of the health care industry and
political interference in personal
health care decisions. The result will
be a slow but steady spiral downward
toward a government-run national
health care system.” 21
Others argue that the ACA usurps
responsibilities that rightly belong to
the states.
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Views on the Affordable Care Act
Roughly the same percentages of people oppose the individual
mandate requiring Americans to obtain health coverage or pay a
penalty whether it is described as a fine or a tax. The act’s plan to
expand Medicaid is favored by two-thirds of Americans and opposed
by fewer than a third. Overall, slightly more Americans have unfavorable views of the act than favorable, and almost the same percentages
favor repeal or keeping the law.

Do you feel favorable or unfavorable about:
The Individual Mandate described as a fine
(Americans must have health insurance by
2014 or pay a fine)

Unfavorable
Favorable
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The Individual Mandate described as a tax
(Americans must have health insurance by 2014 or pay a tax)
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Expanding Medicaid to cover more low-income people
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The Affordable Care Act itself

44%
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What action on the act do you favor in the future?
Repeal

46%

Keep or expand
the act

0%

45%
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Source: “Health Reform Source,” Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, July 31, 2012;
“don’t know/didn’t answer” not shown.
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“States shouldn’t be forced by the
federal government to adopt a one-sizefits-all health care plan,” said Sen. Scott
Brown, R-Mass., whose home state, under
Romney, adopted a health care system
similar to the ACA in 2006. “Each state’s
health care needs are different.” 22
Thomas Miller, a resident fellow at
the American Enterprise Institute (AEI),
a conservative think tank in Washington that opposes the health care law,
instead wants legislation that facilitates
development of a nationwide market
offering a wide variety of private medical plans for purchase.
Miller says the ACA will undermine
the development of free-market dynamics in the health insurance field
and force states to accede to federal
dictates. At first, he says, states may
be able to shape their own insurance
exchanges through which people purchase health coverage. But that is simply because Washington made certain
“concessions” to the states to induce
them to back the law, he says. Once
the new health regime is deeply rooted, he predicts, “the long-term dynamics will very much have Washington in control rather than having
open markets.”
But ACA supporters say the individual mandate — and the fact that
the law is national, not limited to some
states — ensure that health care will
be available to as many people as possible. Furthermore, they say, states will
have flexibility to shape their own insurance markets under the law.
Most states aren’t willing or able to
resolve the problem of the uninsured
on their own because states rightly
fear bankrupting themselves if they
offer universal coverage and other states
don’t, Justice Ginsburg wrote. She quoted an earlier court ruling that described a universal state coverage program as a potential “bait to the needy
and dependent elsewhere, encouraging them to migrate and seek a haven
of repose.” States that took the lead
in offering universal coverage would be

Getty Images/David Greedy

“placing themselves in a position of ecoIn states such as Texas and Florida expanded coverage and the emphasis
nomic disadvantage as compared with with high percentages of residents on preventive care mean “there will
neighbors or competitors,” she wrote. 23 without insurance (see map, p. 792), a (very) likely be an access problem
The ACA does not create the one- person who tears a rotator cuff on the over the near term as primary care
size-fits-all nightmare for states that crit- job, for example, may also need treat- providers are inundated with new paics fear, says the Urban Institute’s Dorn. ment for unrelated maladies, such as tients, and over the medium term for
The Obama administration’s imple- diabetes or high blood pressure, be- specialists as folks who’ve long avoidmentation rules for the law permit “a fore having rotator cuff surgery. The ed care because they could not afford
huge amount” of flexibility in the kind ACA’s widespread insurance coverage it now get those problems resolved
of insurance exchanges — markets — will cut costs and red tape for the — knee replacements, etc.,” wrote instates may set up, thus accommodat- workers’ comp system, he said. 24
surance consultant Paduda. 25
ing “hugely different
Meanwhile, supportvisions,” both liberers tout an ACA provial and conservative,
sion requiring insurers to
of how the health
spend a minimum percare market should
centage of premium payoperate.
ments on patient care or
“You can have a
refund the money to emtightly managed exployers and consumers.
change and allow
But many conservatives
only three health
say this so-called Medplans to come in
ical Loss Ratio rule will
and sell only a parrun insurance companies
ticular set of beneout of business. Sen.
fits” or “simply say
Charles Grassley, R-Iowa,
that any company
said one insurer, the
can come in” and
American Enterprise
give consumers a
Group, left the business
wide choice of
in Iowa and Nebraska
Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney has vowed to repeal the
health plans, Dorn
last year, dropping
new health care law if he is elected president in November. He has said
says.
thousands from its rolls
he would replace it with a plan that relies more on the private sector to
The ACA’s supand laying off 110 emdeal with many of the same problems the law addresses. “Obamacare
ployees, and the “culprit
porters also say that
puts the federal government between you and your doctor,” potentially
limiting a physician’s options for treating patients, Romney contends.
is the new Medical Loss
the new law will reRatio regulation.” 26
lieve some of the
pressure on workers’ compensation and Will Americans be better off beThat’s because selling health insurance to individuals and very small
other parts of the health care system cause of the health care law?
With the ACA still in early stages businesses is an economically tricky
that have been strained in recent
decades by the lack of universal in- of implementation, researchers have enterprise that works much differentbeen unable to collect much data that ly than selling insurance to largesurance coverage.
Workers’ compensation insurance — either prove or refute claims of the employer groups, Grassley said. The
mostly state-based programs that pay law’s success. Supporters point to mil- medical needs of an individual or emfor injuries workers suffer on the job lions of additional Americans who will ployees at a small business are much
— will function better under the law, gain insurance coverage. Opponents harder for insurers to estimate than
according to Joseph Paduda, a Con- argue that new taxes and regulations those of workers at a large employer,
necticut-based consultant on managed will cripple innovation by medical firms where the group’s health status tends
care and workers’ compensation in- such as health insurers and pharma- to mirror that of the general population. As a result, individual and smallsurance. Because so many people lack ceutical companies.
Regardless of the ACA’s merits, the group insurers must set each year’s preregular health insurance, workers’ comp
often ends up paying for care that has changes it brings will cause some prob- miums high enough to ensure coverage
nothing to do with on-the-job injuries, lems in the early going, even the law’s of hard-to-predict costs, said Grassley.
supporters acknowledge. For example, The Medical Loss Ratio rule, which
he wrote.
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Coverage of Young Adults Rises
A provision of the Affordable Care Act that took effect in 2010 allows
adult children under age 26 to obtain health care coverage through
their parents’ policies. Experts credit the provision with increasing
the share of young adults covered by medical insurance in 2011.
Percentage of Adults Ages 19 Through 25 With
Private Insurance Coverage, 2010-2011

51%

2010

56.2%

2011
0%

10

20

30

40

50

60

Source: Matt Broaddus, “The Census Bureau’s Upcoming Report on Health Insurance
Coverage in 2011: What to Watch For,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities,
September 2012, www.cbpp.org/cms/index.cfm?fa=view&id=3830

penalizes insurers in any year the government deems their premiums are too
high compared to spending on patient
care, simply makes the risks of the insurance business “too great,” he said. 27
Opponents of the ACA point to what
they see as other ill effects of the law.
To help pay for expanded coverage,
the ACA imposes new taxes that threaten research-and-development budgets
and medical innovation, said Sally Pipes,
president of the San Francisco-based
Pacific Research Institute, a think tank
that promotes a limited-government
philosophy. “Excise taxes on drugcompany sales are already in effect,”
Pipes wrote. “In 2013, there will be a
new 2.3 percent excise tax on medicaldevice companies.” As a result, she
said, some firms have announced workforce cuts. “These industries are job
creators and will no longer be unless
the Affordable Care Act is repealed
and replaced.” 28
John Goodman, a conservative analyst who heads the National Center
for Policy Analysis, in Dallas, has
found particular fault with efforts to
expand Medicaid, the ACA’s main means
of insuring the poor. Medicaid, he argued, provides such low-quality care
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that “the Supreme Court has done a
lot of families a big favor” by ruling
that states can’t be penalized for failing to expand coverage. As an example of what he sees as Medicaid’s failings, he said 16 states cap the number
of prescriptions Medicaid patients can
get, with Mississippi limiting patients
to two brand-name drugs and Arkansas
limiting adult enrollees to six medications a month. 29
Supporters of the law are just as
vocal as opponents in their views about
the ACA’s impact on consumers.
Ron Pollack, founding executive
director of the national consumeradvocacy group Families USA, says
many people will be better off under
the law and that some already are.
“Right now, a significant but still clear
minority of the benefits are already in
effect,” he says, and “we’re hearing
from people who’ve already gotten
significant help.”
Among those who have benefited
are enrollees in Medicare, which provides health insurance for people age
65 and older, Pollack says. Under the
ACA, they now receive additional government help with prescription-drug
expenses, he says. Young adults also

have benefited, Pollack notes. They
now can remain on their parents’ insurance plans until age 26.
And Pollack cites a host of other
benefits: When insurers spend too little premium revenue on health care,
they must provide rebates; children with
pre-existing illnesses must be offered
health coverage; preventive services
such as diabetes and cervical-cancer
screening are available without deductibles or copayments; and small businesses receive tax credits for providing worker coverage.
A study published in July in the
New England Journal of Medicine concludes that previous Medicaid expansions similar to what the ACA calls for
have resulted in decreased death rates.
Researchers from the Harvard School
of Public Health examined mortality
data from three states — New York,
Maine and Arizona — that added lowincome, nondisabled adults with no
children to their Medicaid programs in
the past decade and found that the
death rate for people age 20 to 64
decreased in the five years following
the expansion. 30
While the study included all deaths
in the states, not just those among
low-income people, the mortality rate
dropped most for nonwhites and people living in poor counties, suggesting a Medicaid connection. Meanwhile, death rates rose in four
neighboring states that didn’t expand
Medicaid. The coverage expansions are
associated with a 6.1 percent decrease
in death rates, or about 2,840 fewer
deaths per year for each additional
500,000 adults insured. 31
Some analysts say the ACA will provide economic as well as health benefits. “If basic insurance is made universally available on the individual
market,” the country could see a substantial drop in so-called job-lock —
“people staying in jobs that might not
be the best for them” simply because
those jobs are the only potential
source of health insurance, said

law as a whole would end up saving
the government money. That’s because
the cost of the coverage expansion will
be offset by ACA provisions aimed at
trimming unnecessary and wasteful
health-care spending. As a result, the
ACA will lower federal deficits by about
$210 billion in that peWill the health
riod, CBO said. 36
care law cost too
The fact that the law
much?
saves taxpayers some
ACA opponents
cash means that a Resay both the govpublican repeal of the
ernment and indiACA “would cause a net
viduals will pay too
increase in federal budmuch for health care
get deficits of $109 bilunder the new law.
lion over the 2013-2022
Supporters say experiod” — that is, repanded insurance
pealing the law would
coverage is worth
cost money, not save it,
its costs and that proas repeal supporters
visions aimed at
had hoped, the CBO
creating a more efwrote to House Speakficient, preventioner John Boehner, R-Ohio,
focused system will
in July. 37
A youngster receives a check-up at a community health center in
eventually help to
The law also invests
Lakewood, Colo., for low-income people. Passage of the new health care
tame soaring medical
heavily in studies delaw will mean additional federal subsidies for such clinics as well as
expenses.
signed to establish dehealth care insurance coverage for as many as 30 million people.
The ACA “virtualfinitively which treatments
ly ignored the health
are most successful. Many
care cost crisis facing this country and companies, rather than making the gov- analysts believe that, eventually, the fedinstead imposes billions of dollars in ernment the single payer for all in- eral investment in such “comparativenew mandates” — such as requiring sured people, the law forgoes most effectiveness” research will discourage
insurers to devote a minimum amount cost savings it might have achieved. doctors from prescribing costly treatments
of premium dollars to patient care — Insurance companies “only add cost that don’t work. That’s “good news in“and taxes that will increase the costs of and complexity” to the system with- deed for [workers’] comp payers,” for excoverage,” said Robert Zirkelbach, a vice out improving care, said Bill Mahan, ample, who are “saddled with back surgpresident of America’s Health Insurance a political activist and retiree in Lexing- eries” that many experts now believe
Plans, the main association representing ton, Ky., who advocates a switch to a don’t help but whose ineffectiveness
health insurers in Washington. 33
hasn’t yet been established by research,
single-payer system. 35
“Even accepting the law’s assumpBut ACA supporters point to analy- said insurance consultant Paduda. 38
tions about how the health care sys- sis by the Congressional Budget Office,
Few promise that cost savings will come
tem should be reformed, actually Congress’ nonpartisan budget-analysis easily, however. Besides comparativeputting all the pieces in place is ex- agency, which has repeatedly found that effectiveness research, the law also will
ceptionally expensive,” said Joseph the law will actually lower government launch experiments on potential costAntos, who studies health and retire- health care spending and pare federal control measures such as paying health
ment policy at the free-market-oriented deficits because cost-saving provisions care providers based on whether they
American Enterprise Institute in Wash- will offset the price of expanded cov- keep people from getting sick rather
ington. Furthermore, “the Supreme erage. In 2011, the CBO estimated that than for rendering individual services.
Court decision on Medicaid will . . . the law’s coverage expansion would But because neither public nor private
drive up federal spending” even more cost the federal government $1.1 trillion health care entities have yet seriously
because in states that decline to par- between 2012 and 2021, but that the explored such techniques, “it will be at

ticipate “the alternative is expanded
enrollment in subsidized [private] insurance through the [state insurance]
exchanges,” and private insurance costs
more than Medicaid, Antos said. 34
Meanwhile, liberal ACA critics argue
that by relying on private insurance

Getty Images/John Moore

Jonathan Kolstad, a professor of health
care management at the University of
Pennsylvania’s Wharton School. Joblock not only keeps workers from advancing in their careers but also hurts
the economy by inhibiting innovation
and productivity, he said. 32
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least 10 years” before it’s known whether
they work, says Robert Laszewski, an
Alexandria, Va.-based insurance industry consultant.

Ironically, many conservatives have
proposed health-system overhauls over
the past quarter-century that included
a mandate.
“In our scheme, every person would
be required to obtain basic coverage,
through either an individual or a family
insurance plan,” Mark Pauly, a professor
of health care management at the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School,
wrote in 1991. Pauly, along with other
conservative scholars, devised a plan they
hoped President George H. W. Bush could
n their bid to expand coverage to
use to expand coverage. 44
30 million of the approximately 50
“It is reasonable” to impose “a remillion uninsured Americans, the drafters
quirement on individuals to enroll
of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) prothemselves and their dependents in at
posed two strategies: 39
least a basic health plan — one that at
• Medicaid would
a minimum should probe expanded, through
tect the rest of society
a federal-state effort,
from large and unexto cover everyone in
pected medical costs inhouseholds earning
curred by the family,”
less than 138 percent
Stuart Butler, director of
of the federal poverthe Center for Policy Innovation at the conserty level (FPL), or
vative Heritage Founda$26,344 for a family
tion, told a congressional
of three.
panel in 2003. 45
• The law would
require everyone
In 2004, Senate Majorwhose earnings exity Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn.,
ceed that threshold
a transplant surgeon and
either to carry emheir to the founders of
ployer-sponsored inthe large for-profit hospisurance or to buy it
tal chain Hospital Corp.
Opponents of possible cuts to government entitlement programs, including
from a new, federally
of America, said “higherMedicaid, block a downtown Chicago intersection on Nov. 7, 2011. About
40 of several hundred protesters were arrested. The Affordable Care Act
subsidized governincome Americans today
could increase the size of the Medicaid program to cover some 17 million
ment-regulated insurhave a societal and a perpoor, able-bodied, childless adults. But many state officials say they’ll
ance market or else
sonal responsibility to cover
reject federal funds to expand health coverage in this way,
pay a financial penalin some way themselves
saying it would strain their already tight budgets.
ty for not doing so. 40
and their children.” 46
Both provisions are controversial. Op- a mandate, attempts to provide affordRecently, though, most conservatives
ponents — largely Republicans — argue able coverage for all will collapse, Cole have turned against the mandate, arthat states opting into the Medicaid ex- wrote. In 1994, for example, Kentucky guing that requiring healthy people to
pansion would be unreasonably bur- enacted a law similar to the ACA, re- buy insurance to subsidize the sick is
dened financially and that the individual quiring insurers to cover people with an attack on individual freedom.
mandate violates Americans’ freedom by pre-existing health conditions at af“The mandate’s proponents call it
forcing them to buy a product — in- fordable prices, “but without an indi- an ‘individual responsibility’ requiresurance — they may not want. Because vidual mandate.” Quickly, “costs rose so ment. But its real aim is to force young
the U.S. Supreme Court significantly al- steeply that they became untenable,” in- people to cover up for irresponsible
tered the Medicaid provision, the CBO surers left the market and Kentucky had government policies” — mainly govContinued on p. 800
projects that about 3 million fewer peo- to repeal its law, Cole said. 43

BACKGROUND
The Mandate

Getty Images/Scott Olson

I

ple will be covered by the ACA than
originally estimated. 41
The individual mandate is a practical
necessity to create a working insurance
system, its defenders say. At any given
time, only relatively few have high medical costs, and different people experience high costs in different years, wrote
David Cole, a professor at Georgetown
University Law Center in Washington.
Because predicting when and whom serious accident or illness will strike is virtually impossible, it’s crucial to bring
everyone into the insurance pool so that
premiums paid by the currently healthiest can subsidize care for the currently
sick and injured, said Cole. 42
State experience proves that without
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Chronology
2006-2018
Congress enacts legislation to
expand health insurance coverage; controversies dog the law.
2006
Massachusetts, under Republican
Gov. Mitt Romney, enacts mandatory,
universal health coverage with bipartisan support, requiring residents
to buy insurance in a state-regulated
market.
2007
As of July 1, all Massachusetts
residents must purchase health
insurance.
2009
To control costs, Massachusetts officials consider paying doctors and
hospitals flat, up-front fees to provide care. . . . In December, U.S.
Senate passes the Affordable Care
Act (ACA) 60-39, but with no Republicans voting in favor; House
scheduled to take up the bill in
spring 2010.
2010
House passes Affordable Care
Act (ACA) 219-212, with no Republican support. . . . President
Obama signs the law March 23;
it aims to expand coverage to
30 million people and trim
costs while maintaining quality.
. . . States and private groups
challenge the ACA’s constitutionality in court. . . . Federal government opens “high-risk” health
plan, in which people with preexisting health conditions can
get affordable coverage; sign-up
is slow because premiums remain costly. . . . Adults under 26
become eligible for coverage on
their parents’ health plans. . . .
Health insurers must cover children with pre-existing illnesses.
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2011
Some Medicare enrollees get ACA
rebates for prescription drug expenses. . . . Very small businesses
become eligible for tax credits for
insuring workers. . . . Newly elected House Republican majority repeatedly votes to repeal or defund
the ACA, but Democrat-controlled
Senate declines to consider the
bills. . . . Federal appeals courts
consider challenges to the ACA,
upholding some but rejecting others; matter heads to the Supreme
Court, which agrees to examine
the ACA’s “individual mandate”
provision requiring people to buy
insurance coverage or pay a
penalty and the law’s Medicaidexpansion provision. . . . Primarycare doctors treating Medicare patients get payment boost. . . .
Copayments waived for some
preventive-health services under
Medicare. . . . High-income
Medicare beneficiaries pay higher
premiums. . . . States get grants to
improve Medicaid care for chronicdisease patients. . . . Payments cut
for private “Medicare Advantage”
health plans. . . . Medicare Independent Payment Advisory Board
(IPAB) established. Beginning in
2015, Medicare must implement
cost-control measures recommended
by IPAB, absent a two-thirds “no”
vote by Congress.
2012
Supreme Court declares ACA’s individual mandate constitutional but
makes Medicaid expansion optional for states. . . . Republican governors and state legislatures say
they might not expand Medicaid
to cover poor adults. . . . Health
plans that spend too little on
medical care must give cash rebates to enrollees. . . . With bipartisan support, Massachusetts
clamps down on health care cost
growth and adopts incentives to

pay doctors and hospitals for
“bundles” of high-quality care,
rather than “fees for service.” . . .
GOP presidential nominee Mitt
Romney and many congressional
Republicans vow to repeal the
ACA if they win November elections. . . . More than 2,000 hospitals lose some Medicare payments
because of below-standard patient
care. . . . Makers and importers of
some brand-name drugs must pay
new fees to help finance the law.
2013
Primary-care doctors get Medicaid
payment boost. . . . Taxpayers
who itemize medical expenses
must meet a higher threshold to
claim a deduction. . . . Federal
sales tax imposed on some medical devices. . . . Payroll tax on
Medicare Part A, which pays for
hospital services, rises. . . . With
the ACA set to extend coverage to
more uninsured people, special
hospital reimbursements for providing free care to the uninsured
are phased out.
2014
ACA’s Medicaid expansion and
individual mandate slated to
begin. . . . Individuals may buy
federally subsidized insurance in
state- or federally managed markets, called exchanges. . . . Insurers banned from imposing annual dollar limits on individuals’
health spending. . . . Fees imposed on large employers who
do not offer health coverage. . . .
Insurers must sell coverage to
people with pre-existing health
conditions. . . . New fees imposed on health insurers.
2018
Tax imposed on insurers offering
employer-sponsored coverage costing more than $10,200 for individuals or $27,500 for families.
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Caring for the Poorest and Sickest
Expanding Medicaid challenges would-be reformers.
egardless of what happens to the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) — whether it rolls out as planned over the next
several years or is repealed under a new Republican
administration — American health care still will face perhaps
its biggest challenge: caring for the sickest and the poorest.
Analysts from across the ideological spectrum agree on the urgency of the challenge, but solutions remain elusive.
Today, Medicaid, which is funded jointly by states and the
federal government, provides care for poor families with children as well as many people with severe disabilities; it also
provides long-term-care, mostly in nursing homes, for the lowincome elderly. But as the costs of care have risen far faster
than incomes, more Americans who fall outside these coverage
categories continue to lose access to care. In 2010, 49.1 million
Americans were uninsured. 1 (As of June 2011, 52.6 million people were covered by Medicaid. 2 )
“You can be penniless” and yet receive no assistance in getting health coverage, says Ron Pollack, founding executive director of the national consumer-advocacy group Families USA.
“We have 42 states that don’t do anything for adults without
children,” making the Medicaid safety net “more holes than
webbing,” he says. But the ACA aims to remedy the problem
by expanding Medicaid to low-income childless adults.
Some liberals have long predicted that such an expansion
would not only provide much-needed access to care but also
save money. The savings would come from poor people getting

R

preventive health care rather than ending up seeking expensive
emergency room treatment after long-untreated medical conditions
worsened. Some conservative commentators, on the other hand,
scoff at the ACA expansion, arguing that Medicaid is such a skimpy
program and pays doctors and hospitals so little that the new
Medicaid enrollees will gain almost nothing of value.
“There’s a lot of rhetoric on both sides” of the Medicaidexpansion question, says Katherine Baicker, a professor of health
policy at the Harvard School of Public Health. She says new data
she and other scholars collected show clearly that the most extreme claims of both proponents and detractors miss the mark.
The scholars, who also include Amy Finkelstein, a Massachusetts Institute of Technology economics professor, conducted the first-ever research on insurance coverage using the most
rigorous standards of scientific evidence, says Baicker. In the
study, nearly 90,000 very low-income Oregonians, ages 19 to
64, signed up for a lottery that randomly assigned them either
to the Oregon Health Plan or left them uninsured. 3 The research, which is ongoing, ultimately will examine and compare
the health care usage, health status and financial situations of
both the group covered under the state health plan and those
in the uninsured control group.
The data show that, after one year, those who gained Medicaid coverage gave their health status better marks than did
their uninsured peers, and they also faced far fewer struggles
with medical bills, says Baicker. The newly insured were more

Continued from p. 798

ernment regulations on health care —
“that make insurance too expensive,”
charged Avik Roy, a senior fellow at
the conservative Manhattan Institute in
New York. 47
Mandate supporters, however, insist that buying insurance while healthy
is essentially a prepayment plan for
the unpredictable but inevitable day
when illness or accident strikes. In
rejecting mandates — as most Americans do in public-opinion polls —
“Americans believe they have a moral
right to critically needed health care,
whether or not they can pay for it,
but also believe that they should be
free not to make financial provision
for that event beforehand,” wrote Princeton University economics professor Uwe
Reinhardt. 48
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The Poor
he ACA’s other proposed coverage
mechanism — Medicaid — also
stirs controversy, mainly because many
states worry about the program’s rising
costs and federal rules imposed on it.
Enacted in 1965, Medicaid replaced
two federal grant programs that helped
states provide medical care to the poor
elderly and to people on welfare. Eventually, Medicaid used combined state and
federal funds to provide health coverage for very poor families with children,
long-term care and other services for
low-income elderly and disabled people
and, as a state option, coverage for other
groups such as poor, childless adults.
States can choose whether or not to
participate in Medicaid, and indeed not

T

all states jumped on the Medicaid bandwagon at first. Arizona didn’t start a
Medicaid program until the 1980s, for
example. Today, every state provides
Medicaid, although eligibility rules vary
widely. 49 In Alabama and Louisiana, for
example, parents with dependent children who make more than 11 percent
of the federal poverty level — about
$2,100 a year for a family of three —
are ineligible for Medicaid, while in Minnesota the same family could earn more
than $41,000 and receive benefits. 50
Before the Supreme Court altered
the ACA’s Medicaid provision, the law
essentially required states to help the
federal government expand Medicaid
coverage or risk losing the federal
Medicaid funds they already received,
a penalty intended to ensure that all
states would participate. 51

likely to describe their health as good and improving and themselves as happier than did the uninsured, she says.
In addition, the newly insured were 25 percent less likely
to have had an unpaid medical bill sent to a collection agency
and 40 percent less likely to have had to borrow money or
leave other bills unpaid to pay their medical bills.
These findings prove that “expanding Medicaid has real benefits,” not just for health but for people’s financial status as well,
says Baicker. The findings should effectively end speculation
by Medicaid’s critics that the program would be of no help to
people if it were expanded, she says.
The data don’t “tell you whether it’s a good idea to expand
Medicaid, but they do give you information about what the effects are,” on individuals and on government budgets, Baicker says.
Nevertheless, the same data also dampens expectations by
Medicaid-expansion supporters that hospital use might decline,
along with expenses, if more people receive Medicaid coverage, says Baicker. Instead, she says, “we found a substantial increase [in hospital use], at least in the first year,” she says. Still,
she says, the increase came in scheduled hospital care such as
non-emergency surgeries, not in pricey emergency-room visits
that sometimes result from neglected preventive care.
Meanwhile, conservative economists who hope to see the
ACA repealed and replaced with a less-regulated, more marketoriented system also acknowledge the importance — and trickiness — of serving the poorest and sickest people while al-

States provide a hefty share of the
funding for traditional Medicaid. In
fiscal 2010, for example, they spent
a total of $126 billion, supplemented
by $263 billion in federal funds. 52
The federal contribution to the
ACA’s Medicaid expansion is much
bigger, with the government picking
up 100 percent of costs from 2014
through 2016, then gradually shifting
more costs to states until the federal share drops to 90 percent in 2020
and thereafter. 53
About half of the people who were
expected to gain coverage under the
ACA were expected to gain it through
the Medicaid program, said Alan Weil,
executive director of the National Academy for State Health Policy, which
helps states improve their health systems. “This is not a small change to
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lowing a free market to flourish in health care for the rest of
the population.
“Sometimes there’s a tendency to think only in dollar terms,
but that’s not the be-all and end-all,” says Thomas Miller, a resident fellow at the free-market-oriented American Enterprise Institute. Miller says “you need a health care system that works for
people” — both the poorest and sickest, who need more assistance than others, and the rest of the population, who are best
served by having a health care market that offers them choices.
“You need first to acknowledge that the very poor or the
very sick must get more” help to meet costs, Miller says. But
at the same time, he adds, “you want to allow a wider variety of choices” for others so that savvy consumers can drive
the market toward better quality and lower cost. Subsidies are
required for the poor under any system, but the ACA’s subsidies are too rich and reach people who earn too much, thereby undercutting the incentives for wiser spending, he says.
— Marcia Clemmitt
1 “The Uninsured: A Primer,” Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, October 2011, p. 1, www.kff.org/uninsured/upload/7451-07.pdf.
2 “Medicaid Enrollment: June 2011 Data Snapshot,” Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, June 2012, www.kff.org/medicaid/upload/8050-05.pdf.
3 For background, see Amy Finkelstein, et al., “The Oregon Health Insurance Experiment: Evidence from the First Year,” National Bureau of Economic Research, 2011, www.rwjf.org/files/research/72577.5294.oregon.nber.pdf.

Medicaid, and it’s also not a small part
of the Affordable Care Act.” 54

The Court
s soon as the law was enacted,
both the individual mandate and
Medicaid-expansion mechanisms came
under legal challenge. Twenty-six states
eventually joined an anti-ACA lawsuit
filed in Florida on March 23, 2010, the
same day President Obama signed the
act into law. In this and other suits,
states and private groups charged that
Congress had overstepped its constitutional authority by requiring individuals to buy health insurance or pay a
penalty and by requiring states to expand Medicaid or lose federal Medicaid funding altogether.

A

Some of the first cases reached the
U.S. Supreme Court in its 2011-2012 session, and the Court agreed to examine
both the mandate and the Medicaid
issues. 55
On June 28, the Court issued a
mixed ruling that pleased ACA’s defenders and left the law’s critics with
little to do but vow to try to repeal it.
The ACA’s supporters and even
some conservative legal commentators have argued that Congress has
the power to require individuals to
buy health insurance because the Constitution’s Commerce Clause gives federal lawmakers the right to impose
rules on business dealings that cross
state boundaries. “The health industry is of course an interstate business;
there is a continuous flow of health
insurance payments, health insurance
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Trying to Trim the Waste From Health Care
Conservatives and liberals both take “big picture” approach.
n this campaign season of extreme political bickering,
Democrats and Republicans agree on one thing: the pressing
need to slow ever-rising health care costs. In 2010, U.S. spending, public and private, on health care totaled nearly $2.6 trillion,
more than 10 times the cost in 1980. 1
Moreover, conservative and liberal economists take essentially the same big-picture cost-cutting approach — setting annual budgets and giving them teeth by forcing an entity such
as an insurance company or hospital-and-physician group to
pick up the tab for cost overruns, says Michael Chernew, a
professor of health care policy at Harvard Medical School.
In conservatives’ preferred model — sometimes called a
“voucher” or a “premium-support” system — the annual budget
comes in the form of a capped payment that insurers receive in
exchange for keeping an individual healthy for a year, says
Chernew. (GOP vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan proposes
such a plan as a new model for Medicare, for example.)
Under this kind of capped-payment plan, the government
— or an employer — calculates what it deems fair for a year’s
worth of health care and hands each person a check to shop
for an insurance plan at that price. Individuals must choose
wisely, and insurers must provide adequate care at the set price,
since extra spending won’t be reimbursed, Chernew explains.
Chernew says left-leaning analysts favor a similar fixed-price
approach, but with health-care providers, such as integrated
hospital-physician practice groups, rather than insurers getting
the cash. The Affordable Care Act (ACA) dubs such groups Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs). In this model, a group
of providers, rather than an insurer, gets a “bundled” payment

I

reimbursements, drugs, doctors, patients, donations to hospitals, research
money, etc., across state boundaries,”
wrote Richard Posner, a conservative
judge on the Seventh U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals and a lecturer at the University of Chicago Law School. 56
But conservative justices, including
Chief Justice Roberts, rejected that argument, maintaining that uninsured
people to whom the mandate primarily
would apply are not actually participants in the health care market and
therefore may not be subjected to rules
under the Commerce Clause.
Roberts, however, ultimately added
his vote to those of the court’s four
liberal justices to uphold the mandate
by a 5-4 majority, despite rejecting the
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to provide all needed health services. The providers must provide adequate care at that price or else pick up the tab for
additional services patients need.
Both models are intended to “change the nature of the good
that’s being bought” in the health care market from “specific
services that are sold at certain fees” to “care overall” — a total
package of care to keep people healthy, Chernew says.
The current system of buying one health service at a time
encourages consumers to purchase unneeded, or even harmful, medical services, since health-care organizations profit by
selling as many services as possible, says Robert Laszewski, an
insurance consultant in Alexandria, Va. Both proposed cappedpayment systems have promise and pitfalls, though, and which
one a policymaker opts for is still largely a matter of ideology,
since little evidence exists about either plan’s effectiveness.
Chernew says he believes the conservative plan of offering
insurers capped payments would encourage competition in the
insurance industry. But many questions remain. For example,
it is unclear how effective it would be to shape the health care
system around consumers’ ability to “shop around,” Chernew
says. Among other issues, such an approach makes it crucial for
the government to prevent any insurers from gaining monopoly
power, because only with a wide range of buying options can
consumers run an overpriced or low-quality health plan out
of business.
On the ACO side, too, “we know enough to be somewhat
optimistic, but not enough to be sure,” Chernew says.
Massachusetts, which enacted a universal health-coverage
program similar to the ACA in 2006, has been experimenting

idea that the Commerce Clause authorizes Congress to impose it. He
concluded instead that the ACA’s financial penalty for failing to buy insurance falls under Congress’ power
to levy taxes.
The penalty raises revenue for the
government — the distinguishing
mark of a tax — even though it is
“plainly designed to expand health insurance coverage,” Roberts wrote. “But
taxes that seek to influence conduct”
— such as by heavily taxing alcoholic
beverages or imported goods to dissuade people from buying them —
“are nothing new” and are allowable,
he said. 57
But the court struck down the harsh
penalty the ACA sought to impose on

states unwilling to expand Medicaid,
thus effectively transforming the provision from a requirement into a voluntary program. ACA opponents argued that the law’s expansion plan as
a whole should be struck down because the stiff penalty attached to it
violated a basic constitutional principle — that the federal government
can’t compel states to either enact or
administer any federal regulatory program. 58 The Obama administration,
on the other hand, contended that the
expansion plan falls under a provision
in current law that requires states that
participate in Medicaid to go along
with any future changes Congress may
make in the program or cease receiving
federal Medicaid funds.

with a version of ACOs — called Alternative Quality Contracts
(AQCs). In an AQC, a hospital or physicians’ group negotiates
a set price from an insurer to cover the entire cost of care for
all the insurer’s patients whom the health care providers serve.
If the provider group goes over budget, it must pay the difference. That gives it a financial stake in avoiding problems
such as untreated chronic conditions that worsen until costly
emergency care is needed. 2
So far, evidence is mixed on AQCs. One study last year
found no savings while another reported “modest” savings. 3 A
2012 study, however, concluded that the average AQC spent
1.9 percent less than control groups in the first year of operation and 3.3 percent less in the second year, while providing
better chronic-disease and preventive-health care. 4
Liberal proposals generally set strict rules to prevent an organization receiving a capped payment from skimping on care,
while conservatives believe that a robust market will perform
that function, says Laszewski. That difference gets to the heart
of the debate over the competing models, says Laszewski. “Some
people fear big business and prefer to be protected from it by
the government, and others fear the government” and its potential
to strangle choice and innovation with rules.
Whatever plan economists or lawmakers may propose to
slow the growth in medical costs, consumers or the health
care industry can undermine the effort. Consumers may balk
at cost-cutting, fearing it deprives them of care. And providers,
from medical-device manufacturers to individual physicians, have
routinely pushed back against such efforts to avoid losing income. In Massachusetts, that dynamic is playing out with AQCs,

A seven-member court majority, led
by Roberts, issued a split decision, allowing the Medicaid coverage proposal to stand, but only as a voluntary
program that states could take or leave
without penalty. Roberts concluded that
the proposal was outside established
Medicaid rules, meaning states’ pledges
to go along with all legislated changes
in the program don’t apply.
Medicaid “was designed to cover
medical services for . . . particular categories of the needy: the disabled, the
blind, the elderly, and needy families
with dependent children,” and previous
Medicaid amendments “merely altered
and expanded . . . these categories,”
Roberts wrote. The coverage expansion,
by contrast, is not “a program to care
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said Eric Beyer, president of Boston’s Tufts Medical Center, which
holds an AQC contract. Contrary to policymakers’ hopes, “employers are not signing up for the [AQC] plans in droves — in
fact, more of our population is moving toward products that
have no requirement for paying providers for quality over quantity,” Beyer said. 5
Meanwhile, fearing they’ll lose their clout as the government
becomes more aggressive about demanding cost-efficient and
high-quality care, doctors and hospitals are linking up into very
large medical groups, says Stan Dorn, a senior fellow at the Urban
Institute, an independent domestic-issues research group in Washington. Ideally, such arrangements could provide better integrated
care, but “big systems can also extract high prices,” Dorn says.
— Marcia Clemmitt
1 “U.S. Healthcare Costs,” Kaiser Family Foundation, www.kaiseredu.org/IssueModules/US-Health-Care-Costs/Background-Brief.aspx; for background, see Marcia Clemmitt, “Rising Health Costs,” CQ Researcher, April 7, 2006, pp. 289-312.
2 Dan Diamond, “To Gauge ObamaCare Impact, Ignore CBO and Focus on
AQC,” California Healthline, July 25, 2012, www.californiahealthline.org/roadto-reform/2012/to-gauge-obamacare-impact-ignore-cbo-and-focus-on-aqc.aspx.
3 Ibid.
4 Zirui Song, et al., “The ‘Alternative Quality Contract,’ Based on a Global
Budget, Lowered Medical Spending and Improved Quality,” Health Affairs,
July 2012, http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/early/2012/07/09/hlthaff.2012.
0327.abstract.
5 Eric Beyer, “State Needs to Take Stock Before Expanding Health Payment
Methods Employers Are Rejecting,” The Boston Globe, July 18, 2012, www.boston
globe.com/opinion/2012/07/18/state-needs-take-stock-before-expanding-healthpayment-methods-employers-methods-rejecting-state-needs-take-stock-beforeexpanding-health-payment/12nbA6ag2uUOCihzjFk7OI/story.html.

for the neediest among us, but . . . an
element of a comprehensive national
plan to provide universal health insurance coverage.” 59

CURRENT
SITUATION
Uncertain Future
he Supreme Court’s June ruling
has not ended the legal controversy surrounding the ACA. Churchrun institutions are claiming in new

T

lawsuits that a requirement in the ACA
that health plans provide contraception coverage violates the Constitution’s
guarantee of religious freedom.
The main ACA story of 2012, though,
is uncertainty, as most of the law’s
provisions are a year or more from
implementation and the Supreme Court
ruling has made Medicaid expansion
voluntary for states.
This year, several groups, including
colleges run by the Roman Catholic Church
and some conservative Protestant churches, as well as at least seven states and
some for-profit businesses whose owners strongly oppose contraception out of
religious conviction, have filed lawsuits
seeking to exempt employers from the
contraception mandate. 60 (Churches, but
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not employers such as church-run hosject the expansion funds, thus reducpitals and schools, already are exempt.)
ing by millions the number of people
“We’re very clear on the sanctity of life,
covered under the law. 64 About 1.8
ince the Supreme Court rendered million uninsured people who were
and this insurance mandate goes against
its decision, numerous Republican expected to gain Medicaid coverage
our conscience,” said Philip Graham
Ryken, president of Wheaton College, governors and state lawmakers have live in Texas alone, and nearly 1 milan evangelical Protestant institution in expressed doubt about whether their lion reside in Florida. 65
Some officials have flatly
Wheaton, Ill. 61
The Obama adminannounced that the expanistration announced a
sion is a no-go. “I don’t see
compromise plan last
any chance” of Missouri parFebruary. Women who
ticipating, said Ryan Silvey, a
work at nonprofit,
budget committee chairman
church-affiliated entities
in that state’s Republicancan go directly to the
dominated legislature. 66
insurance companies
Opposition, by and large,
that administer their
is not about money, and
employer-based health
that’s why it will stick, arplans and get contracepgued Andrew Koppelman,
tive coverage — free —
a professor of law and poso that employers can
litical science at Northwestavoid acting as go-beern University. Because the
tweens. Under the ACA,
state funding share is so
insurers face stricter govlow — the federal governernment rules than in the
ment will pick up 100 perpast on what coverage
cent of costs through 2016,
they offer and what they
gradually dropping to 90 percharge for it. In this case,
cent in 2020 — the objecthe administration argues
tions amount to “states rethat insurers may not defusing to spend federal
mand that women pay
money to help people that
a higher premium to get
they do not want to help,”
contraceptive coverage
he contends. “The temptabecause contraceptives are
tion to trash Obamacare
a preventive-health meawill be irresistible.” 67
sure that reduces overall
However, many analysts
health spending. 62
expect states eventually to
But opponents conback away from their hardtend that the compromise
line resistance and adopt
still implicates employers
the program.
Demonstrators in New York City on March 23, 2012, protest a
in immoral activity.
“I’m really excited about
requirement of the health care law that most employers provide
health insurance coverage for contraception. Several groups,
“We have a president
the ruling” because by freeincluding colleges run by the Roman Catholic Church, at least
who, for the first time
ing states to turn down the
seven states and business owners who strongly oppose
in American history, is
program altogether, it gives
contraception out of religious conviction, have filed lawsuits
directly assaulting the
them
leverage to bargain
seeking to exempt employers from the contraception mandate.
First Amendment and
with the federal governfreedom of religion,” said former Sen. states will undertake a Medicaid ex- ment for looser rules about how they
Rick Santorum, R-Pa., in a campaign pansion. Officials in states including structure it, says insurance consultant
speech on behalf of Romney. President Mississippi, Nebraska, Missouri, Idaho, Laszewski. “I believe that states will
Obama, he said, is “forcing business Texas, Wisconsin, Florida, Indiana, implement the law, but [Louisiana’s Repeople right now to do things that are South Carolina, Iowa, Louisiana and publican Gov.] Bobby Jindal will do it
Continued on p. 806
Kansas have suggested they might reagainst their conscience.” 63

Court Fallout
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he Affordable Care Act (ACA) — also known as “Obamacare”
— was unpopular, unwise and unsustainable when enacted in March 2010. Another two years of stumbling implementation and real-world analysis, amid fierce battles in the
courts, on Capitol Hill and throughout the states, provided further evidence of the health law’s flaws. The law is too costly to
finance, too difficult to administer, too burdensome on health
care practitioners and too disruptive of health care arrangements
that many Americans prefer.
The ACA is not just too misguided to succeed. It’s too dangerous to maintain and far too flawed to fix on a piecemeal
basis. The law will jeopardize future economic growth, distort
health care delivery and limit access to quality care. It doubles
down on our already unsustainable entitlement spending for
health care, transferring dedicated funds from one overcommitted program (Medicare) to expand another (Medicaid) and establish a new one — the subsidies the ACA provides consumers
to buy insurance in government-run exchanges.
The ACA will further erode meaningful limits on the powers
of the federal government. Its maze of current and future
mandates, regulatory edicts and arbitrary bureaucracy undermines political accountability and the rule of law.
Obamacare was built on faulty premises, then disguised with
accounting fictions and narrowly approved through cynical dealmaking. Repealing it in whole is necessary to clear the way for
the lasting reforms of health care we so desperately need.
The long overdue journey to health policy that drives sustainable health care improvement must be centered on better incentives, information, choices, competition, personal responsibilities
and trust in the decisions of individuals and their families. It
should not be guided by top-down mandates, arbitrary budgetary
formulas and bureaucratic buck-passing. We won’t improve our
health until we move personal health care decisions out of politics
and back into the hands of patients and physicians.
Repeal of the ACA is not enough by itself. But it opens the
door to a more decentralized and market-based alternative that
will work and improve the lives of Americans. The country
needs a more competitive health care marketplace that encourages more entry and less command-and-control regulation,
while retargeting our tax-funded resources on protecting the
most vulnerable individuals and their families.
Rebalancing our resources, our values, our hopes and our
fears is too important, complex and personal to leave in the
hands of the many politicians, experts and entrenched interests that have failed us in the past.

i

n June, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of
the Affordable Care Act. Just last week, however, its theatrical opponents in the House of Representatives staged
their 34th loud, divisive and utterly futile vote to repeal it. Afterward, nothing changed; it remains the law of our land. The
benefits and protections it grants consumers are real, and many
are already in place. Soon, even strident opponents will put
aside their showmanship and recognize the positive impact and
value of the law.
The law makes sure that insurance companies treat people
fairly. Under the law, it will be illegal for insurers to discriminate against women by charging higher premiums simply because of their gender. Nobody — male or female — will be
denied coverage or charged higher premiums because of a
pre-existing condition, such as asthma or diabetes. No one
will live in fear of their insurance being cancelled. People will
no longer be subject to arbitrary lifetime or annual caps in
what insurers pay out, thereby denying coverage when it is
needed the most.
The act also comes with much-needed direct help for middleclass families. They will receive substantial subsidies to make
health insurance premiums affordable. Seniors will no longer
fall into the huge prescription drug coverage gap in Medicare
euphemistically named the “doughnut hole.” Comprehensive
preventive care will be available at no cost for women, including mammograms and contraception.
A significant number of these benefits, and many others,
already are being provided in whole or in part, such as the
millions of young adults (under age 26) who are staying on
their parents’ policies. As more and more people feel the direct
protections and benefits of the new law, repealing the Affordable
Care Act will increasingly be considered an absurdity.
At its heart, the ACA is about keeping people healthy and
giving Americans the peace of mind that health care will always be there when they need it. Irrespective of changes in
any person’s life circumstances — the desire to switch jobs or
start a business, being laid off from work, changes in marital
status or the sudden loss of income — the Affordable Care
Act ensures the availability of quality, affordable health care.
Instead of playing politics with the act, it’s time to fully implement it across the country. In fact, Democrats and Republicans should come together to build on the ACA so that additional steps can be taken to moderate health care costs for
America’s families and businesses.

yes no

no
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in a different way than in New York”
under Democratic Gov. Andrew Cuomo.
The result will be a variety of natural experiments carried out around
the country that will test how different
coverage models work, from singlepayer systems to the most loosely regulated private markets, he says. Conducting such experiments has always
been a good idea, “but the problem
is that you need gobs of federal money”
for states to do them, which the ACA
now offers, he says.
“Virtually every state” will implement the expansion “after the rhetorical season” of the November election
is over, says Pollack of Families USA.
Some “very influential” health care sectors, such as hospitals, already are urging states to take the funding to help
eliminate the unpaid medical bills they
struggle with, he says.
“ACA provided a carrot and a stick”
for the expansion, and “although the
stick is gone, the very big carrot remains,” he says.

Only a Beginning
ecause many aspects of health
care are state responsibilities, such
as setting and enforcing rules for
health insurance sold to individuals
and small businesses, the ACA puts
additional burdens on state governments. However, the law allows the
federal government to step in if states
don’t fulfill these responsibilities effectively and on time.
“A few states — including Massachusetts, California and Maryland —
appear to be well along in their implementation activities” for the insurance exchanges through which individuals will buy health coverage using
ACA subsidies, said Antos of the American Enterprise Institute. Nationwide,
however, given the present rate of
progress, both the states and the federal government are doomed to fall
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behind the aggressive schedule the
law requires, he said.
For example, 37 states have not yet
enacted enabling legislation or issued
an executive order to establish an insurance exchange through which citizens can buy coverage, Antos noted.
Citizens of those states risk becoming
liable for the ACA’s mandate-related
tax penalty in January 2014 — before
their states have managed to set up
the exchanges through which affordable coverage is supposed to be available, he wrote. What’s more, it’s “doubtful that the federal government . . . will
be capable of stepping in” to help
states get their insurance exchanges
up and running, he said. “The task is
too large, the time is too short.” 68
But ACA supporter Pollack says the
law’s opponents are secretly rooting
for the law to stumble hard out of the
gate. He calls their predictions that lagging ACA implementation will harm
citizens “wishful thinking.” Even “a lot
of governors who actually oppose the
law and joined the lawsuit [against it]
are still working quietly with folks to
get ready” to implement it, he says.
That’s partly because many Republican governors hope to shape the exchanges according to their own ideas
— not the Obama administration’s —
about how the insurance market should
work he says. “It would put a conservative governor in an ironic situation — letting the federal government
decide what goes on in the state.”
Besides expanding insurance coverage, the ACA also is intended to reshape the way health care is delivered
and paid for, with the goal to hold
down cost increases while maintaining
quality. The law includes a wide range
of possible cost-control measures, such
as establishment of an independent
board empowered to make cost-saving
changes to Medicare. It also offers financial incentives to induce physicians
and hospitals to provide preventive care.
But all these measures “have to be
built” before it becomes clear whether

they actually work, says insurance consultant Laszewski.
Furthermore, much more must be
attempted on the cost-control front,
Laszewski says. “This law didn’t take
a really serious shot at it” — not surprising, given the controversy that surrounds any attempt to reduce medical
costs, he says. Massachusetts, which
enacted a close-to-universal coverage
system similar to the ACA in 2006, “just
passed their cost-control bill this year,”
a full six years into the program’s operation, Laszewski says.

OUTLOOK
Voting on Health
arts of the ACA, if not the law as
a whole, undoubtedly will have
some impact in the November elections. The ACA provisions intended to
trim some wasteful Medicare spending, for example, could undermine
President Obama’s popularity among
older voters. Meanwhile, many congressional Republicans continue to say
they’ll cut implementation funding for
the law and repeal it in January if they
have the power.
On July 18, 127 members of the
House GOP caucus — more than half
its members — wrote House Speaker
Boehner and House Majority Leader
Eric Cantor, R-Va., expressing “outrage”
over the Supreme Court’s upholding
of the health care law. They pledged
to “continue efforts to repeal the law
in its entirety this year, next year, and
until we are successful.” 69 Romney
has repeatedly made the same vow in
his campaign for the White House.
Still, says Robert Blendon, a professor of health policy and political
analysis at the Harvard School of Public Health, the ACA may not be foremost on voters’ minds this fall. “The

P

polling is pretty clear,” he says. “The
economy and jobs are the main issues
for voters, but if the election is within three or four points, then other issues matter.” Health care counts high
among those other issues, but in that
category it is mainly Medicare that has
voters concerned, Blendon says.
Ryan, the GOP vice presidential
nominee, wants to provide future
Medicare recipients with a fixed government payment and let them choose
among private Medicare plans, Blendon
notes. But the idea “has not done well
in any poll,” he says.
That doesn’t mean the Medicare issue
is friendly to Obama, however,
Blendon says. The Romney campaign
“is trying to do something quite politically sophisticated” by taking Medicare
and reframing it in campaign ads,
speeches and interviews to depict
Obama as Medicare’s chief foe, he says.
Romney charged in an August TV ad
and in an interview that in the ACA,
Obama “cuts Medicare by $716 billion,
takes that money out of the Medicare
trust fund and uses it to pay for
Obamacare.” 70
But the ACA’s defenders argue that
the cuts don’t trim Medicare benefits
but shift the payments in ways aimed
at reducing wasteful spending. For example, the law trims payments to socalled Medicare Advantage private
health plans that cost more than traditional Medicare. It also lowers payments to hospitals that discharge too
many patients too quickly, only to readmit them to treat conditions that could
have been prevented with better patient management. If those changes
save money, as many expect they will,
the savings will fund new Medicare
benefits — such as free preventive
care — as well as other ACA provisions, PolitiFact Florida, a fact-checking
website run by the Tampa Bay Times,
reported. 71
Nevertheless, Republican ads and
speeches condemning the cuts are
successfully harming Obama’s stand-
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ing with senior voters, at least for now,
says Blendon. “Just the one big number” — $716 billion — is enough “to
make people very nervous,” while details that could make the number sound
less frightening “are awfully complex
to explain to people.” In states such
as Florida and Ohio, where the presidential vote will be close, the
Medicare ads could win the day for
Republicans, he says.
In polls, most voters continue to
say they dislike the ACA, despite expressing support for some of its provisions, such as its guarantee that
people with pre-existing illnesses can
buy insurance at a relatively affordable price. Public opposition stems in
large part from people’s lack of knowledge about what the law does, some
analysts argue.
The Urban Institute’s Dorn describes a conversation he had with a
small-business owner who doesn’t
provide health insurance for his mainly low-wage workers and buys his personal coverage in the private market.
“I said, ‘Your own premiums will come
down a lot” once the ACA kicks in in
2014, “and your low-wage workers will
get subsidies” from the government to
help them buy coverage, too. The man
responded that he hadn’t heard of
these ACA features and wasn’t sure he
believed they existed, Dorn says.
Nevertheless, the ACA has set in
motion some changes that will go forward, whatever the election results,
says Dorn. For example, states are
using ACA funds to automate and
streamline their Medicaid administrative procedures, which may trim costs
and make it easier for poor people to
get access to all the state services they
need. And some hospitals and doctors are shifting their focus to preventive care, in anticipation of ACA
payment changes that will reward prevention.
“Even if Republicans sweep the table”
in November, says Dorn, “they can’t take
all of those things away.”
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